22 May 2015

Peterhouse Corporate Finance Limited
("Peterhouse" or the "Company")
Major strategic move into fund management
Peterhouse Corporate Finance Limited, the independent stockbroking, corporate advisory and
matched bargain investment bank is pleased to announce that it has acquired, subject to
regulatory approvals, the entire issued share capital of each of Hume Capital (Guernsey) Limited,
and Hume Capital Management Limited (together the "Targets").
The Targets comprise the institutional fund management and investment advisory companies
within the Hume Capital Securities plc group of companies. They are multi-asset, multidisciplinary firms with a focus on equities, fixed income, absolute return strategies and multimanager products with total assets under management in excess of £90 million.
Peter Greensmith, Chief Executive Officer of Peterhouse commented: "This acquisition continues
the rapid recent progression of Peterhouse, following the formation of its strategic partnership
with Libank last year. We believe that this is a major step towards our stated strategic goal of
delivering a platform for the growth of a significant, true, "one stop shop" for entrepreneurial,
emerging smallcap businesses.
The acquisition of these businesses significantly strengthens our core client base and provides us
with a robust and stable platform for growth. The established clients and staff of both acquired
businesses provide the diversified and recurring revenue streams critical for Peterhouse's
ambitious development plans. This major strategic move will enable the Company to build on our
current resources for the benefit of all of our clients and stakeholders. The acquisition puts the
enlarged group in an exceptional position to take advantage of the continuing outstanding
performance of the group’s broking and advisory businesses, whilst preserving the integrity and
stability of the newly acquired fund management operations.”
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